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Term IV - Senior Project Reflection
2-3 Pages
What is a Reflection?
A reflection is not a journal entry, but a place to write about experiences in order to
learn from them. Reflection allows us time for analysis in order to keep doing what is
successful, to make changes based on our mistakes, and to build upon our knowledge.
Reflection allows us to make connections between all areas of our lives and grow from
our experience.

Assignment:
Using correct MLA format, write a 2-3 page reflection on the entire process of creating your
senior project product, from choosing your topic, to working to complete your product, and
finally to preparing for your presentation. Be honest about what went well, what you wish you
had done differently and why, what experiences were most challenging for you, how you
navigated time management, how ready you feel to present your product and multimedia
presentation to your judges and why what you gained from tackling this learning stretch and
completing this project. Please use the examples as a guide. Your reflection MUST adhere
to the organization below:

Reflection Organization
Part I – Product Building Process
• Briefly describe how you organized your time to complete your project

• What challenges did you run into? What went more smoothly than you anticipated?
Part II – Readiness for presentation
•

Looking at the presentation rubric, which categories will be easiest for you to score
highly? Why?

•

Looking at the presentation rubric, which categories are more challenging for you? Why?

•

How did you organize your multimedia presentation? Have you practiced using a
Smartboard? What can you do to ensure your multimedia presentation enhances your
presentation to the judges?

Part III – The Takeaway
•

Is your project close to what you envisioned when you began this process? Explain.

•

What did you learn and what will you take away from this experience about envisioning
an end product, planning, managing your time, working with your instructors and
presenting to judges?

